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Face to Face, the follow-up to the bestselling beauty primer About Encounter, may be the everyday style
instruction for every woman. And what will it take to wow the all-night crowd and create your personal
red carpeting glam? What’ Step-by-step instructions make application simple and photos show before and
after shots of just what can be done with some make-up magic brought to you by the relied-on makeup
artist of Kim Kardashian, Jennifer Lopez, and more. How do you take your work encounter up one notch
for a dinner out? Sought-after celebrity make-up artist Scott Barnes helps change up the usual go-to
makeup routine with techniques for getting the perfect look during every transition of your day. Scott
shows visitors with a number of looks for all sorts and complexions.s a sleek, work-appropriate encounter
for the boardroom and customer meetings?
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  I love how he writes about how exactly he took an individual journey by leaving NY and found a great
place that he loves surviving in. The problem is it doesn't give any actual tips or instructions on actually
applying makeup. It mainly name drops about the superstars and appears he has created. You won't get
that here. Before and after photos only. The celebrity makeup transformations in this reserve are cool
especially the Vanessa Williams one. Because I didn't learn anything I didn't know already, doesn't suggest
others won't. Great pics just no instruction on how best to The photographs are amazing, Scott
transforms people through make-up, however, you will not get step-by-step instructions on how to create
the makeup looks featured in book.First of all, this book does not break down a whole lot.Not helpful I
couldn't wait around to download this reserve after seeing Scott on Television. Not necessarily anything
new.. Good as a coffee table book Ok if you are searching for a "how to apply makeup" Makeup book you
will not get it from this book at almost all, so I would not recommend this book for a beginner but I will
say that this book has more of a coffee table book appeal. Was excited and today very disappointed. Go to
You Tube!! Not really anything fresh. If your searching for a ... Overall, a nice makeup book to increase my
mini collection. Good buy for aspiring MUA or makeup enthusiasts. I love scott barnes I love scott barnes,
he's a make-up whiz but this book was more of a look book than an instructional book. I was bummed out.
Five Stars Scott Barnes is a makeup wizard and I really like learning and seeing his methods. 10/10 would

recommend. Didn't love it, didn't hate it. I'll do my better to be as reasonable as possible. He will emphasize
on the importance of taking care of your skin, for instance, getting enough sleep, drinking water and
basically being healthy. It's a whole lot of "what motivated me to do this look on so-and-so was.. NO
ILLUSTRATIONS If you are expecting a makeup artist showing you how exactly to hight and sculpt , you
can be disappointed.." followed by a (in my opion) vague explanation of what was performed. I was longing
for more of a detailed break down. Not helpful for creating your own look. You will get a rough description
of how he gets a appearance, then there is a whole lotta smoke from various celebs on why Scott is such
an excellent artist, or smoke cigarettes from him on why celebX is indeed great. Obviously, I purchased the
reserve because I know he's amazing at what he will, I didn't have to pay to listen to that from Kim
Kardashian. I wish there have been more diagrams.. Love the tips and tricks in the publication. I honestly
learned more from viewing the few of the youtube movies he has out now there.That being said, it probably
wasn't the best publication to order for kindle fire (my bad). Scott Barnes 4 stars Skilled Artist" Perhaps
I ordered this book assuming an excessive amount of? I gave the publication a 4 because I feel like a large
section of my disappointment originated from My assuming too much. Overall though I feel the book is ok.
I have to admit his transformations are constantly amazing, and by the finish of the reserve I couldn't
help but to respect the partnership he has developed with his clients. This book didn't give me what I
wished for, but overall, I'm still a big Scott Barnes fan.Lastly, the book IS priced well +, it really is by an
amazing artist +, it is a great easy reading book +. Two Stars Nice photos and item use.. If your looking
for a tutorial book or something that is even more inspiring, turn to Kevyn Auccoin. Secondly, most of the
pictures aren't overly up close so it is going to be difficult also for the people out there who is able to eye-
ball and then recreate a look (if you don't already have a TON of encounter, or you were intelligent enough
not to order this on Kindle lol). Also, the make-up books I DO have are by Nars and Kevyn Aucoin, which
tend to be more "how-to.
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